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FUNCTIONAL NEUROANATOMY By Wendell J. S. Krieg.

3rd ed. (Pp xviii + 874; 429 figures; tables; diachrome
booklet. $14.00.) Evanston, Illinois: Brain Books. 1966.

This textbook clearly is the product of much of the
author's professional lifetime, his magnum opus-a
thorough, unusually personal work and one exceptionally
devoted to teaching. The illustrations are not photo-
graphs, but most of the drawings, reconstructions,
phantoms and sections, many differentially coloured
according to function, and all in remarkable detail, are
didactically excellent. In addition to a textbook of
anatomy at a gross and microscopic level, Professor Krieg
has included a laboratory manual, an atlas in multiple
planes, and a review guide with progressively condensed
material and its own summarizing illustrations.
Though a lengthy and up-to-date bibliography is

appended, the textual material is presented in a ready-
made and unnecessarily dogmatic manner. Perhaps the
clarity and coherence of such a presentation have, as
a beginning, certain pedagogic advantages when con-
trasted with the collection of poorly related facts often
presented to students. Nevertheless, the author, in his
endeavour to relate all structures to their functions,
seems to attempt too much. Discussions involving
physiology and neurology contain statements generally
conceived to be untrue, and others that are purely
speculative, viz., normally tonus is present in postural
muscles, cerebellar basket cells spread excitation, flower
spray endings on the muscle spindle record maximal
contraction, it is possible to keep denervated muscles
alive indefinitely by electrical stimulation. Omitted are
discussions of the neuroanatomical correlates of memory,
of inhibition as an active process of great importance,
and of the wealth of new material being revealed by the
electron microscope. The index has a large number of
entries without page numbers, alphabetical misplace-
ments and mis-spellings, and is, inconveniently, not at
the very end of the book.
Those students, at any stage, who are learning or

relearning neuroanatomy would profit from this book
which will, in any case, be more popular with them than
with professional neuroanatomists. It is interesting read-
ing, provocative, and well worth its reasonable price. Still,
correlations of anatomy and function are probably best
achieved by dialogues between the anatomist and a
physiologist or neurologist with complementary interests.

R. R. YOUNG

FUNCTIONAL NEUROANATOMY 5th ed. By N. B. Everett.
(Pp. 420; 304 figures. 90s.) London: Henry Kimpton.
1965.

This book shows how difficult it is to write a satisfactory
text on functional neuroanatomy. The first edition of this
text was by A. R. Buchanan and was published in 1948,
and Dr. Everett took over the text for the present
publication. From the evidence of this book it is probably
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a mistake to attempt to keep erstwhile successful texts in
being for too long. The text is at times inaccurate and
does not correspond to facts depicted in the illustrations
(e.g., on page 54 a myotactic reflex, the knee jerk, is
described in the text as being mediated by an internuncial
neurone whereas Fig. 39 on page 55 correctly depicts it as
monosynaptic).
The references reveal that a single author cannot

provide an up-to-date authoritative commentary covering
a large field. For example, the description of the human
spinothalamic tract persists in referring to dorsal and
ventral sections of the tract and it ignores data collected
concerning topographical relationships within the tract.
The failure of this allegedly 'functional' text to maintain
contact with current clinical realities is frequently
revealed. This may be illustrated by the choice of the
gastric crisis of tabes dorsalis to illustrate a painful
condition requiring bilateral cordotomy, whereas the
condition which creates the real contemporary problem
is bilateral pain associated with advanced neoplastic
disease within the pelvis.

Texts such as this probably do help some medical
students to pass examinations but the ultimate fault of
this volume is that it does not assist in true medical
education. Its obscurantism aids the erroneous view that
practical neuroanatomy and neurology are excessively
complex and rather tedious subjects.

ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN BODY 2nd ed. By R. D. Lockhart,
G. F. Hamilton, and F. W. Fyfe. (Pp. ix + 697;
illustrated. 6 gns.) London: Faber and Faber. 1966.

The problem of fitting an increasing volume of informa-
tion into the already bulging medical curriculum has led
most medical schools to look critically at the content of
their courses. It might appear, therefore, that the intro-
duction of a shorter textbook of anatomy would be a
material step in the right direction, but it remains
doubtful whether the method by which this textbook
from the Aberdeen school attains its brevity, namely the
elimination of all unnecessary words, will achieve the
desired aim, since it introduces a natural tendency to
make use of dogmatic statements to replace those
explanations which are frequently illuminating to the
student, who has to use a major textbook as a source of
reference and clarification.
Though shorter than usual, the textbook contains a

remarkable amount of accurate information, and the
authors are clearly aware of the importance of visual
aids in teaching anatomy for the book is lavishly
illustrated with over nine hundred drawings of dis-
sections and diagrams. The majority are in colour (in
some cases as many as six different colours in addition
to black and white), and though the black drawings are
true to the dissecting room appearance, they tend to lack
that crispness which arrests the student's attention.
Many of the illustrations are novel and ingenious, and
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